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ABSTRACT: This article addresses three models identified in determining the law applicable to 
international consumer contracts. Through a methodology of comparative legislation, the European 
(also adopted in Quebec, Argentina, Japan and the Dominican Republic), the Brazilian and the 
Chinese (which is similar to the Panamanian) models are presented. It is intended, after the review of 
these models, verify if Brazilian existing model is the best one, and, if it is not, make a suggestion to 
improve the protection of the vulnerable part in these situations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Consumer Law has been experiencing a major rise in various legal systems around the globe. Because 
of globalization and the uncontrolled growth of consumerism, due in large measure to persuasive 
advertising techniques and the ease of online commerce, the disparity of forces between consumer 
and supplier has called for ever greater intervention in legislation to protect vulnerable part of such 
relationships. 

However, due to the increase in tourism and cross-border trade relations, there is also a growing 
need to determine the applicable law in the event of disputes involving consumers and suppliers. 

Three major models for determining the law applicable to such litigation emerge: substantive-
comparative approach; substantive-comparative approach with the creation of a special connecting 
factor to consumer protection; and procedural and alternative approach. 

Thus, the present work intends to present and analyze said models, with their advantages and 
disadvantages, as well as their application in different legal systems and the position of international 
organizations regarding the subject, intending to show which of them is most protective to the 
consumers in a globalized world and if Brazilian law protects consumers in an adequate way. 
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II. SUBSTANTIVE-COMPARATIVE APPROACH 

The substantive-comparative model is based on European standards regarding consumer protection 
in cross-border relations. 

Consumer protection, although not present in the policies of the European Union with the deserved 
prominence from the outset1, is of undeniable importance. This is because, according to data from the 
European Union itself, there are currently more than 508 million consumers (EUROPEAN 
COMISSION, 2016, p. 3).  

It is an expressive number, whose expenditure represents more than half (57%) of the GDP of the 
European Union (EUROPEAN COMISSION, 2016, p. 3). It is therefore of absolute relevance that 
such citizens, as consumers, enjoy adequate protection in their consumer relations (WARD, 2009, p. 
134).  

The preamble to the Treaty of Rome, which constituted the European Community, provided for 
its end “the constant improvement of the living and working conditions of their peoples” 
(EUROPEAN COMISSION, 1957).  

Its article 2 provided for the mission to promote “an accelerated raising of the standard of living” 
in the States2. However, there is no express protection to consumers3. This was because at that time 
consumers were considered solely in their economic sense4, in exchange for the production of goods 
and competition policies. At that time, the legislation advocated directly fair competition and only 
indirectly the consumer (MARQUES, 2000, p. 51).   

The founders of the European Community had in mind that  
the joint action of the free movement of factors of production (which in theory would lead to their optimal 

distribution) and the defense of free competition, supplemented by Community policies on agriculture, trade 

and transport, would enable the Community consumer to increase its incomes and to choose between an offer 

 
1
 In its genesis, the European Union had a productivist conception, focused on "building an economic space, a market that 

could encompass the most powerful European economies that, instead of fighting, should establish a communion of 

privileged development efforts." (Original: “edificar um espaço económico, um mercado susceptível de abarcar as mais 

poderosas economias europeias que, em lugar de se digladiarem, deveriam estabelecerem comunhão de esforços vias 

privilegiadas para o desenvolvimento.” Free translation of the author.) (FROTA, 2007, p. 17) 
2
 “The Treaty of Rome, in its art. 2, unequivocally defines such objectives: the European Economic Community has the 

task of promoting a harmonious development of economic activities within it, a continuous and balanced expansion of 

the standard of living.” (Original: “O Tratado de Roma, em seu art. 2º, define inequivocamente tais objectivos: a 

Comunidade Económica Europeia tem por missão promover um desenvolvimento harmonioso das atividades económicas 

no seu seio, uma expansão contínua e equilibrada do nível de vida”. Free translation of the author.) (FROTA, 2007, p. 17) 
3
 “Implicitly, the reference to the consumer can be deduced, also, from art. 2 of the Treaty on the promotion of 

improvement of the standard of living and of art. 30 of that document, which legitimates certain measures having 

equivalent effect and quantitative restrictions necessary for the "protection of the health and life of humans". The first 

benefit attributed to European consumers was therefore simply a reflection of the construction of the common market, in 

which companies must respect the free competition.” (Original: “Implicitamente, a referência ao consumidor pode ser 

deduzida, outrossim, do art. 2 do Tratado, relativo à promoção da melhoria do nível de vida, bem como do art. 30 do 

referido documento, que legitima determinadas medidas de efeito equivalente e restrições quantitativas necessárias à 

“proteção da saúde e da vida das pessoas”. O primeiro benefício atribuído aos consumidores europeus foi, portanto, um 

simples reflexo da construção do mercado comum, no qual as empresas devem respeitar o jogo da livre concorrência”. 

Free translation of the author.) (FELLOUS, 2003, p. 101) 
4
 “There it is the Economic Europe: the consumer is not the dominant concern as a subject of rights, but the object of the 

market, in parallel with the factors of production”. (Original: “A Europa econômica aí está: o consumidor é não a 

preocupação dominante enquanto sujeito de direitos, mas objecto do mercado, em paralelo com os factores de produção”. 

Free translation of the author.)  (FROTA, 2007, p. 18) 
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of superior consumer goods in variety, quantity and quality at lower prices. (MOLINA DEL POZO, 1997, p. 

657)
5
  

However, this did not occur. It is clear that the consumer experienced the effects of economic 
growth, but his position vis-à-vis suppliers has become more vulnerable6. The elimination of borders 
and barriers to the movement of goods has brought with it new consumer issues. The consumer was 
faced with problems such as understanding a label written in a language other than his own, as well 
as how to proceed administratively or judicially against a producer from another member country.7  

The origin of consumer protection policy dates to the Summit of Heads of State and Government 
in 1973 (PEGADO, 2009, p. 78). In its final communication, member states expressed the view that 
economic expansion should translate into improved quality and standard of living. This declaration is 
considered to be the beginning of Community consumer policy. 

The Program of Action for Consumer Information and Protection was approved in 1975. The 
program recognizes five fundamental consumer rights: protection of health and safety, protection of 
economic interests, compensation for damages, information and education in terms of consumption 
and representation. 

With the success of the program, a second program was developed for the period 1980-85, and 
action programs have since been implemented. 

In 1990, the first Triennial Action Plan was approved, whose main themes were representation and 
active participation, consumer information and security. 

In 1993, with the Treaty of Maastricht, " it seems legitimate and well-advised to consider that an 
authentic and genuine consumer policy can claim the European Community" (FROTA, 2007, p. 129)8.  

The Community standard on consumer protection and information falls into the five major areas 
where Community activity is distributed in the Second Action Program: consumer protection (food, 
agriculture, cosmetics, textiles, dangerous substances, specialty products pharmaceuticals, motor 
vehicles, manufactured goods); consumer protection (misleading advertising, consumer credit, 
liability for defective products, off-premise sale) justified by the consumer's disadvantage vis-à-vis 
the supplier, the need to protect him from defective products, consumer misleading advertising , the 

 
5
 Original: “a ação conjunta da livre circulação de fatores de produção (que em teoria conduziria à sua ótima distribuição) 

e da defesa da livre concorrência, complementada pelas políticas comunitárias de agricultura, comércio e transportes, 

permitiria ao consumidor comunitário incrementar seus ingressos e eleger entre uma oferta de bens de consumo superior 

em variedade, quantidade e qualidade, a preços inferiores.” (Free translation of the author.) 
6
 “It must (also) be noted that the balance between the European consumer and business is not an equal one [...] They (the 

consumers) act from a position of obvious disempowerment.” (WARD, 2009, p. 133.) 
7
 “Os fundadores da Comunidade não perceberam desde o início a necessidade dessa proteção. Necessidade esta que foi 

percebida, sobretudo a partir da década de 70, quando a mecanização e a massificação causaram grandes mudanças na 

produção e distribuição de produtos, despertando para a proteção deste vulnerável ator econômico”. (FELLOUS, 2003, 

p. 100) 
8
 Original: “se afigura lícito e avisado considerar que de uma autêntica e genuína política de consumidores se pode 

reclamar a Comunidade Europeia.” In the same way: “Until now, we had the impression that we acted as clandestine, but 

now, from Maastricht on, we can say that Community policy on consumer protection has been given the means of attaining 

the age of majority. The new treaty of the European Union contains a certain and indisputable legal basis authorizing a 

European policy in favor of consumers.” (Original: “Até agora, tínhamos a impressão de agirmos como clandestinos, mas 

agora, a partir de Maastricht, podemos dizer que a política comunitária de proteção aos consumidores recebeu os meios 

de atingir a maioridade. O novo tratado da União Européia contém uma base jurídica certa e incontestável autorizando 

uma política europeia em favor dos consumidores.”) (CONSTANTINESCO; KOVAR, 1995, p. 15) Free translations of 

the author. 
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need to allow the consumer an appropriate choice; consumer protection; information and education; 
and promotion of consumer interests. 

The current action program aims to consolidate and enhance product safety through effective 
market surveillance; to improve consumers’ education, information and awareness of their rights, to 
develop the evidence base for consumer policy and to provide support to consumer organizations, 
including taking into account the specific needs of vulnerable consumers; to develop and reinforce 
consumer rights in particular through smart regulatory action and improving access to simple, 
efficient, expedient and low-cost redress including alternative dispute resolution; and to support 
enforcement of consumer rights by strengthening cooperation between national enforcement bodies 
and by supporting consumers with advice (EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND EUROPEAN 
COUNCIL, 2014). 

The protection of consumers in the European Union has been based on the policy provided for in 
the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, deserving a specific chapter.9 However, since 
consumer relations are increasingly complex and are not restricted solely to their consumer aspect, 
there is also a provision for the protection of consumers in other policies, such as agriculture10 and 
competition11.  

 
9
 TITLE XV 

CONSUMER PROTECTION  

Article 169 (ex Article 153 TEC) 

1. In   order   to   promote   the   interests   of   consumers   and   to   ensure   a   high   level   of   consumer   protection, 

the Union shall contribute to protecting the health, safety and economic interests of consumers, as well as to promoting 

their right to information, education and to organize themselves to safeguard their interests. 

2.        The     Union     shall     contribute     to     the     attainment     of     the     objectives     referred     to     in     paragraph   

1   through: 

(a)    measures    adopted    pursuant    to    Article     114    in    the    context    of    the    completion    of    the   internal   

market; 

(b)  measures which support, supplement and monitor the policy pursued by the Member States. 

3.  The European Parliament and the Council, acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure   and   after   

consulting   the   Economic   and   Social   Committee, shall   adopt   the   measures    

referred to in paragraph   2(b). 

4.        Measures   adopted        pursuant        to        paragraph        3        shall        not        prevent        any        Member        

State        from        maintaining or introducing more stringent protective measures.  Such measures must be compatible 

with the Treaties.  The Commission shall be notified of them. (EUROPEAN UNION, 2016, p. 124.) 
10

 Article 39 (ex Article 33 TEC)   

1. The objectives of the common agricultural policy shall be (...)  

e) to ensure that supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices.  

Article 40 (ex Article 34 TEC)   

1. In order to attain the objectives set out in Article   39, a common organization of agricultural markets shall be established. 

This organization shall take one of the following forms, depending on the product concerned:   

(a)   common   rules   on   competition; 

(b)   compulsory   coordination   of   the   various   national   market   organizations; 

(c)   a   European   market   organization.  

2.        The        common        organization        established        in        accordance        with        paragraph        1        may        

include        all        measures  required  to  attain  the  objectives  set  out  in  Article   39,  in  particular  regulation  of  

prices,  aids  for  the  production  and  marketing  of  the  various  products,  storage  and  carryover  arrangements  and  

common  machinery  for  stabilising  imports  or  exports. 

The common organization shall be limited to pursuit of the objectives set out in Article   39 and shall exclude any 

discrimination between producers or consumers within the Union. 

Any common price policy shall be based on common criteria and uniform methods of calculation. (EUROPEAN UNION, 

2016, p. 62-63.) 
11

 Article 102 (ex Article 82 TEC)   
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Currently, European consumer policy provides:  
a set of common rules that applies to all sales of consumer products and services, online and offline, across the 

EU; 

a level playing field for businesses and a ban on unfair commercial practices; 

access to low-cost, fast and easy dispute resolution mechanisms; 

a reduction in product safety risks across Europe thanks to more efficient cooperation and market surveillance; 

information, advice and support on consumer issues; 

protection for vulnerable consumers such as children. (EUROPEAN COMISSION, 2016. p. 3.) 

It can be seen, therefore, that there has been a great evolution in European Union law since the 
Treaty of Rome, and there is even a forecast, among consumer protection policies, of protection 
of the most vulnerable consumers. 
Since the 1990s, action plans have been instituted, which direct consumer policy to the specific 
protection of some aspects. The Multiannual Program for the period 2014-2020 is currently in 
force and its objective is: 

to ensure a high level of consumer protection, to empower consumers and to place the consumer at the heart 

of the internal market, within the framework of an overall strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. 

The Programme will do so by contributing to protecting the health, safety and the legal and economic interests 

of consumers, as well as to promoting their right to information, education and to organize themselves in order 

to safeguard their interests, and supporting the integration of consumer interests into other policy areas. The 

Programme shall complement, support and monitor the policies of Member States. (EUROPEAN 

PARLIAMENT AND EUROPEAN COUNCIL, 2014.) 

Regarding the law applicable to contracts involving consumers, the Rome I Treaty states that the 
law applicable to consumer contracts is that of consumer domicile 12 , since such contracts are 
established considering the commercial or professional activity of the supplier in that country13, 
leaving little room for choice of law, which can only occur in the cases provided for in Article 6 (2)14. 

 
Any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the internal market or in a substantial part of it 

shall be prohibited as incompatible with the internal market in so far as it may affect trade between Member States. 

Such abuse may, in particular, consist in: 

(a)     directly     or     indirectly     imposing     unfair     purchase     or     selling     prices     or     other     unfair     trading   

conditions; 

(b)   limiting production, markets or technical development to the prejudice of consumers; 

(c)   applying   dissimilar   conditions   to   equivalent   transactions   with   other   trading   parties, thereby   placing them 

at a competitive disadvantage; 

(d)   making   the   conclusion   of   contracts   subject   to   acceptance   by   the   other   parties   of   supplementary   

obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no   connection with the subject of such 

contracts. (EUROPEAN UNION, 2016, p. 62-63.) 
12

 Article 6 

Consumer contracts 

1.   Without prejudice to Articles 5 and 7, a contract concluded by a natural person for a purpose which can be regarded 

as being outside his trade or profession (the consumer) with another person acting in the exercise of his trade or profession 

(the professional) shall be governed by the law of the country where the consumer has his habitual residence, provided 

that the professional: 

(a) pursues his commercial or professional activities in the country where the consumer has his habitual residence, or 

(b) by any means, directs such activities to that country or to several countries including that country, and the contract 

falls within the scope of such activities. (EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND EUROPEAN COUNCIL, 2008.) 
13

 (25) Consumers should be protected by such rules of the country of their habitual residence that cannot be derogated 

from by agreement, provided that the consumer contract has been concluded as a result of the professional pursuing his 

commercial or professional activities in that particular country. The same protection should be guaranteed if the 

professional, while not pursuing his commercial or professional activities in the country where the consumer has his 

habitual residence, directs his activities by any means to that country or to several countries, including that country, and 

the contract is concluded as a result of such activities. (EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND EUROPEAN COUNCIL, 

2008.) 
14

 2.   Notwithstanding paragraph 1, the parties may choose the law applicable to a contract which fulfils the requirements 

of paragraph 1, in accordance with Article 3. Such a choice may not, however, have the result of depriving the consumer 
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In addition to the European Union, some other legislation follows this model. In the province of 
Quebec, Canada, the choice of applicable law cannot deprive the consumer of the protection afforded 
by the mandatory provisions of the law of the country of residence of the consumer.15 

In the same sense, the Law of Private International Law of the Dominican Republic determines 
jurisdiction of the Dominican courts for the resolution of disputes regarding consumer contracts, when 
the consumer has his domicile there.16 

The new Civil and Commercial Code of the Argentine Nation, following the same example, 
determines the cases in which consumer contracts are governed by the law of the domicile of the 
consumer: if the conclusion of the contract was preceded by an activity performed at the consumer's 
home; if the supplier has received the application at the consumer's home; whether the consumer was 
induced by the supplier to travel to a foreign State in order to make the application; and whether the 
travel contracts comprise the costs of transport and accommodation.17 

 
of the protection afforded to him by provisions that cannot be derogated from by agreement by virtue of the law which, 

in the absence of choice, would have been applicable on the basis of paragraph 1. (EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND 

EUROPEAN COUNCIL, 2008.) 
15

 “3117. The choice by the parties of the law applicable to the consumer contract cannot result in depriving the consumer 

of the protection provided by the mandatory provisions of the law of the State where he resides if the conclusion of the 

contract has been preceded in this place by a special offer or advertisement and the acts necessary for its conclusion have 

been made by the consumer, or if the order of the latter has been received there. 

The same applies when the consumer has been induced by his co-contracting party to go to a foreign State in order to 

conclude the contract. 

In the absence of designation by the parties, the law of the residence of the consumer is, in the same circumstances, 

applicable to the consumer contract.” (Original: “3117. Le choix par les parties de la loi applicable au contrat de 

consommation ne peut avoir pour résultat de priver le consommateur de la protection que lui assurent les dispositions 

impératives de la loi de l’État où il a sa résidence si la conclusion du contrat a été précédée, dans ce lieu, d’une offre 

spéciale ou d’une publicité et que les actes nécessaires à sa conclusion y ont été accomplis par le consommateur, ou 

encore, si la commande de ce dernier y a été reçue. 

Il en est de même lorsque le consommateur a été incité par son cocontractant à se rendre dans un État étranger afin d’y 

conclure le contrat. 

En l’absence de désignation par les parties, la loi de la résidence du consommateur est, dans les mêmes circonstances, 

applicable au contrat de consommation.” Free translation of the author.) (QUÉBEC, 1991.) 
16

 “Art. 16. Competence of the Dominican courts in patrimonial law. The Dominican courts will be competent in the 

following matters, regarding property law: (...) 

4) Contracts entered into by consumers, when the consumer has his domicile in the Dominican Republic and the other 

party exercises professional activities in the Dominican Republic, or by any means has directed his commercial activity 

to the Dominican Republic and the contract is included in the framework of those activities. In another case, the rule 

contained in numeral 1 of this article shall apply;” (Original: “Art. 16. Competencia de los tribunales dominicanos en 

derecho patrimonial. Los tribunales dominicanos serán competentes en las siguientes materias, referentes a derecho 

patrimonial: (…) 

4) Contratos celebrados por consumidores, cuando el consumidor tenga su domicilio en la República Dominicana y la 

otra parte ejerciere actividades profesionales en la República Dominicana, o por cualquier medio hubiere dirigido su 

actividad comercial hacia la República Dominicana y el contrato estuviere comprendido en el marco de dichas actividades. 

En otro caso, se aplicará la regla contenida en el numeral 1 de este artículo;” Free translation of the author.) (REPÚBLICA 

DOMINICANA, 2014.) 
17

 “ARTICLE 2655.- Applicable law. Consumer contracts are governed by the law of the State of the consumer's domicile 

in the following cases: 

a) if the conclusion of the contract was preceded by an offer or an advertisement or activity carried out in the State of the 

domicile of the consumer and the latter has fulfilled the acts necessary for the conclusion of the contract; 

b) if the supplier has received the order in the State of the domicile of the consumer; 

c) if the consumer was induced by his supplier to move to a foreign State for the purpose of placing his order therein; 

d) if the travel contracts, for a global price, include combined transport and accommodation services.” (Original: 

“ARTICULO 2655.- Derecho aplicable. Los contratos de consumo se rigen por el derecho del Estado del domicilio del 

consumidor en los siguientes casos: 
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In Japanese law, on the other hand, the European model also has influence, but is given focus to 
the manifestation of the consumer regarding mandatory rules.18 
 
 
 

 
a) si la conclusión del contrato fue precedida de una oferta o de una publicidad o actividad realizada en el Estado del 

domicilio del consumidor y éste ha cumplido en él los actos necesarios para la conclusión del contrato; 

b) si el proveedor ha recibido el pedido en el Estado del domicilio del consumidor; 

c) si el consumidor fue inducido por su proveedor a desplazarse a un Estado extranjero a los fines de efectuar en él su 

pedido; 

d) si los contratos de viaje, por un precio global, comprenden prestaciones combinadas de transporte y alojamiento.” Free 

translation of the author.) (ARGENTINA, 2014.) 
18

 Special Rules for Consumer Contracts 

Article 11 

(1) Even if the law governing the formation and effect of a contract (except for a labor contract) that is concluded between 

a consumer (the term "consumer" as used in this article means an individual who becomes a contractual party neither in 

nor for the purpose of business) and a business operator (the term "business operator" as used in this article means a 

juridical person or other association or foundation, or an individual who becomes a contractual party in or for the purpose 

of business), which is referred to in the following provisions of this article as a “consumer contract”, is, according to a 

choice or change of governing law pursuant to Article 7 or Article 9 respectively, a law other than the law of the place 

where the consumer habitually resides, the specific mandatory rules in the law of the consumer’s habitual residence shall 

also apply to matters subject to such mandatory rules with regard to the formation and effect of the consumer contract, 

provided that the consumer expresses his/her will to the business operator to the effect that such mandatory rules should 

apply. 

(2) If the parties have not chosen a law to govern the formation and effect of their consumer contract pursuant to Article 

7, the formation and effect of such consumer contract shall be, notwithstanding Article 8, subject to the law of the 

consumer’s habitual residence. 

(3) Even if a law other than the law of the consumer’s habitual residence has been chosen to govern the formation of a 

consumer contract pursuant to Article 7, the specific mandatory rules in the law of his/her habitual residence shall 

exclusively apply to matters subject to such mandatory rules with regard to the formalities of the consumer contract, 

notwithstanding paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 of the preceding article, provided that the consumer expresses his/her will to the 

business operator to the effect that such mandatory rules should apply. 

(4) If the law of the consumer’s habitual residence has been chosen to govern the formation of a consumer contract 

pursuant to Article 7, and if the consumer expresses his/her will to the business operator to the effect that the law of his/her 

habitual residence should exclusively apply to the formalities of the consumer contract, the formalities of the consumer 

contract shall be governed by the law of the consumer’s habitual residence, notwithstanding paragraphs 2 and 4 of the 

preceding article. 

(5) If the parties have not chosen a law to govern the formation of their consumer contract pursuant to Article 7, the 

formalities of the consumer contract shall be governed by the law of the consumer’s habitual residence, notwithstanding 

paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 of the preceding article. 

(6) The preceding paragraphs 1 through 5 are not applicable in any of the following cases: (i) the business operator’s 

establishment which relates to the consumer contract is located in a jurisdiction other than the jurisdiction of the 

consumer’s habitual residence, and the consumer goes to the jurisdiction of the business operator’s establishment and 

concludes a consumer contract in that jurisdiction; except where the consumer has been solicited by the business operator 

to conclude the consumer contract in that jurisdiction. 

(ii) the business operator’s establishment which relates to the consumer contract is located in a jurisdiction other than the 

jurisdiction of the consumer’s habitual residence, and the consumer goes to the jurisdiction of the business operator’s 

establishment and receives or is to receive complete performance by the business operator in that jurisdiction; except 

where the consumer has been solicited by the business operator to receive complete performance to be performed by the 

business operator in that jurisdiction. 

(iii) at the time the consumer contract is concluded, the business operator is unaware of the location of the consumer’s 

habitual residence and has reasonable ground for such unawareness. 

(iv) at the time the consumer contract is concluded, the business operator has misidentified the counterparty as not being 

a consumer and has reasonable ground for such misidentification. (JAPAN, 2006.) 
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III. SUBSTANTIVE-COMPARATIVE APPROACH WITH THE CREATION OF AN 

ESPECIAL CONNECTING FACTOR TO CONSUMER PROTECTION 

Consumer protection in Brazilian legislation derives from the Federal Constitution of 1988, centered 
on the Social State of Law, which aims to guarantee the rights of citizens and their dignity19, “supreme 
value that attracts the content of all fundamental human rights”20, which can be seen in the predictions 
about the existence of dignity as the purpose of the economic order, social justice as an objective of 
the social order and guarantees of education, development and preparation of people for the exercise 
of citizenship (SILVA, 2013, p. 107). The dignity of the human person, therefore, is the central axis 
that should guide the interpretation of constitutional principles21. 

As an accomplishment of this objective, art. 5, which deals with fundamental rights and guarantees, 
provides for a positive action by the State in complying with these guarantees and sometimes an 
abstention of individuals, avoiding relations that violate such rights. In addition, and in respect to the 
foundation of free initiative22, it foresees that the economic order must guarantee everyone a dignified 
existence, being limited to the protection of the consumer23. 

Among the fundamental guarantees is the provision of consumer protection, to be promoted by the 
State24 . In compliance with this provision and with the provisions of art. 48 of the Transitory 

 
19

 “The fundamental rights group acts as a nucleus, around which private law is meant to be rooted. A new solar system, 

in which the sun is the person. It is not merely a factual proof or a passive legal installation, but a true active principle and 

therefore structuring the system.” (Original: “O grupo dos direitos fundamentais atua como um núcleo, ao redor do qual 

se pretende que gire o direito privado. Um novo sistema solar, no qual o Sol é a pessoa. Não se trata de mera comprovação 

fática ou de instalação legal passiva, senão de verdadeiro princípio ativo e, portanto, estruturante do sistema.” Free 

translation of the author.) (LORENZETTI, 2010, p. 1257-258.) 
20

 Original: “valor supremo que atrai o conteúdo de todos os direitos fundamentais do homem”. Free translation of the 

author. 
21

 It should be stressed that the dignity of the human person is the foundation of the Federative Republic of Brazil (article 

1, III), which is aimed at, among other things, the construction of a free, just and solidary society (article 3, I) and 

considering all "equal before the law, without distinction of any kind, guaranteeing to Brazilians and foreigners residing 

in Brazil the inviolability of the right to life, liberty, equality, security and property" (art. 5º, caput). (BRASIL, 1988.) 
22

 “Art. 1 The Federative Republic of Brazil, formed by the indissoluble union of States and Municipalities and the Federal 

District, is constituted as a Democratic State of Law and has as its foundation: (...) 

IV - the social values of work and free enterprise;” (Original: “Art. 1º A República Federativa do Brasil, formada pela 

união indissolúvel dos Estados e Municípios e do Distrito Federal, constitui-se em Estado Democrático de Direito e tem 

como fundamentos: (...) 

IV - os valores sociais do trabalho e da livre iniciativa;” Free translation of the author.) 
23

 “Article 170. The economic order, based on the valorization of human labor and free initiative, is intended to guarantee 

everyone a dignified existence, according to the dictates of social justice, observing the following principles: 

V - consumer protection;” (Original: “Art. 170. A ordem econômica, fundada na valorização do trabalho humano e na 

livre iniciativa, tem por fim assegurar a todos existência digna, conforme os ditames da justiça social, observados os 

seguintes princípios: (...) 

V - defesa do consumidor;” Free translation of the author.) (BRASIL, 1988) 
24

 “Article 5. All are equal before the law, without distinction of any nature, guaranteeing to Brazilians and foreigners 

resident in the country the inviolability of the right to life, liberty, equality, security and property, as follows: 

XXXII - the State shall promote, as provided by law, consumer protection;” (Original: “Art. 5º Todos são iguais perante 

a lei, sem distinção de qualquer natureza, garantindo-se aos brasileiros e aos estrangeiros residentes no País a 

inviolabilidade do direito à vida, à liberdade, à igualdade, à segurança e à propriedade, nos termos seguintes: 

XXXII - o Estado promoverá, na forma da lei, a defesa do consumidor;” Free translation of the author.) (BRASIL, 1988) 
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Constitutional Provisions Act 25 , in 1990 the Consumer Defense Code (CDC) was sanctioned 
(BRASIL, 1990).  

The CDC is a norm of public order and social interest26, whose premise and basic principle is the 
vulnerability of the consumer 27. In this way, it radiates to other norms of the Brazilian legal system 
the protection afforded to the weak part of consumer relations. 

In this sense, the Code of Civil Procedure, in force since 2015, has specific rules regarding 
territorial jurisdiction for the adjudication of consumer disputes, when the consumer is domiciled in 
the country 28. In turn, the question of applicable law was not covered by the new Code. 

However, Bill no. 3,514/2015, which is primarily concerned with e-commerce, has a specific rule 
regarding the law applicable to consumer contracts, changing the Law of Introduction to Brazilian 

 
25

 “Art. 48. The National Congress, within one hundred and twenty days of the promulgation of the Constitution, will 

prepare a consumer defense code.” (Original: “Art. 48. O Congresso Nacional, dentro de cento e vinte dias da promulgação 

da Constituição, elaborará código de defesa do consumidor.” Free translation of the author.) (BRASIL, 1988.) 
26

 “Art. 1. This code establishes standards of protection and defense of the consumer, of public order and social interest, 

in the terms of arts. 5, item XXXII, 170, item V, of the Federal Constitution and art. 48 of its Transitory Provisions.” 

(Original: “Art. 1° O presente código estabelece normas de proteção e defesa do consumidor, de ordem pública e interesse 

social, nos termos dos arts. 5°, inciso XXXII, 170, inciso V, da Constituição Federal e art. 48 de suas Disposições 

Transitórias.” Free translation of the author.) (BRASIL, 1990.) 
27

 “Art. 4 The Consumption Relations National Policy aims to meet the needs of consumers, respect for their dignity, 

health and safety, protection of their economic interests, improvement of their quality of life, as well as transparency and 

harmony of consumer relations, following the following principles: 

I - recognition of consumer vulnerability in the consumption market;” (Original: “Art. 4º A Política Nacional das Relações 

de Consumo tem por objetivo o atendimento das necessidades dos consumidores, o respeito à sua dignidade, saúde e 

segurança, a proteção de seus interesses econômicos, a melhoria da sua qualidade de vida, bem como a transparência e 

harmonia das relações de consumo, atendidos os seguintes princípios:  

I - reconhecimento da vulnerabilidade do consumidor no mercado de consumo;” Free translation of the author.) (BRASIL, 

1990.) 
28

 “Art. 22. It is also incumbent upon the Brazilian judicial authority to prosecute and adjudicate actions: (...) 

II - arising from consumer relations, when the consumer is domiciled or resident in Brazil;” (Original: “Art. 22.  Compete, 

ainda, à autoridade judiciária brasileira processar e julgar as ações: (...) 

II - decorrentes de relações de consumo, quando o consumidor tiver domicílio ou residência no Brasil;” Free translation 

of the author.) (BRASIL, 2015). For further discussions about this subject, see: D'AQUINO; MACHADO, 2017, p. 373-

390. 
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Law (LINDB)29, as well as altering art. 101 of the CDC and allowing the choice of the applicable law 
in case of actions referring to consumer contracts, provided that more favorable to the consumer30. 

 
IV. PROCEDURAL AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 

In this last model, it is possible to choose the applicable law, provided it is made by the consumer and 
is limited to laws that have traditional connection elements. 

It is the model adopted by China, for example, that allows the consumer to choose the applicable 
law in some cases31, respecting the public interest that prohibits the choice of a law that harms the 
consumer32.  

 
29

 “Art. 9º-B. The international consumer contract, understood as that carried out between a natural consumer and a 

supplier of products and services whose establishment is located in a country other than that of the domicile of the 

consumer, shall be governed by the law of the place of celebration or, if executed in Brazil, by Brazilian law, provided 

that it is more favorable to the consumer. 

§ 1 If the contracting is preceded by any business or marketing activity, by the supplier or its representatives, addressed 

to the Brazilian territory or in it, in particular sending advertising, correspondence, e-mails, commercial messages, 

invitations, prizes or offers, the provisions of Brazilian law that are mandatory, whenever more favorable to the consumer, 

shall apply. 

§ 2 The contracts of international travel packages or combined travel, involving tourist groups or services of hotel and 

tourism, with fulfillment outside Brazil, contracted with tourism agencies and operators located in Brazil, shall be 

governed by Brazilian law.” (Original: “Art.  9º-B.  O contrato internacional de consumo, entendido como aquele realizado 

entre um consumidor pessoa natural e um fornecedor de produtos e serviços cujo estabelecimento esteja situado em país 

distinto daquele de domicílio do consumidor, reger-se-á pela lei do lugar de celebração ou, se executado no Brasil, pela 

lei brasileira, desde que mais favorável ao consumidor. 

§ 1º Se a contratação for precedida de qualquer atividade negocial ou de marketing, por parte do fornecedor ou de seus 

representantes, dirigida ao território brasileiro ou nele realizada, em especial envio de publicidade, correspondência, e-

mails, mensagens comerciais, convites, prêmios ou ofertas, aplicar-se-ão as disposições da lei brasileira que possuírem 

caráter imperativo, sempre que mais favoráveis ao consumidor. 

§ 2º Os contratos de pacotes de viagens internacionais ou viagens combinadas, que envolvam grupos turísticos ou serviços 

de hotelaria e turismo, com cumprimento fora do Brasil, contratados com agências de turismo e operadoras situadas no 

Brasil, reger-se-ão pela lei brasileira.” Free translation of the author.) (BRASIL, 2015.) 
30

 “Paragraph 2. In the case of conflicts arising from the international distance supply, the law of the consumer's domicile 

shall apply, or, as far as it is most favorable to it, the state rule chosen by the parties, ensuring in any event the consumer's 

access to justice.” (Original: “§ 2º Aos conflitos decorrentes do fornecimento a distância internacional, aplica-se a lei do 

domicílio do consumidor, ou, desde que mais favorável a este, a norma estatal escolhida pelas partes, assegurado, em 

qualquer hipótese, o acesso do consumidor à Justiça.” Free translation of the author.) (BRASIL, 2015.) 
31

 ARTICLE 42 

A consumer contract is governed by the law of the consumer’s habitual residence.  Where the consumer chooses the law 

of the place where the commodity or the service is provided, or where the business operator does not engage in any 

business activity in the habitual residence of the consumer, the law of the place where the commodity or service is provided 

shall be applied. (PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 2010.) 
32

 Social public interest is not defined in either the Civil Code or the Contract Law, but it is generally understood in China 

to mean social morals and public order. For purposes of application of foreign law, the social public interest has an elastic 

nature and provides the people's courts with much discretionary power to make decisions on an ad hoc basis. For example, 

if application of a foreign law would adversely affect state ownership in the form of stocks or shares in a company, or the 

application would be deemed detrimental to the consumer interest, the foreign law may not be applied by Chinese people's 

court on the ground of social public interest. (ZHANG, 2006, p. 320.) 
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In the same sense, Panama's Private International Law introduces a regime of law applicable to 
unequal contracts33 and innovates by inserting in its art. 8 a set of fundamental international principles, 
including the best interest of the consumer34. 

In his art. 95, the law determines as law applicable where the transaction was concluded referring 
to the consumer contract, opening space for consumer choice in some cases.35 

 
V. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The need for protection of the global consumer has demanded the action of the states in order to, 
among other measures, determine the applicable law in cases of conflict of laws due to international 
consumer contracts. 

Thus, there are three main models for determining the applicable law in these cases: the 
substantive-comparative approach, adopted by the European Union and followed by Québec, the 
Dominican Republic, Argentina and Japan; the substantive-comparative approach with the creation 
of a special connecting factor to consumer protection, based on Brazilian law; and the procedural and 
alternative approach, with particular emphasis on China and Panama. 

Aware of these provisions, the International Law Association, in the year 2016, during the 
Johannesburg Conference, presented its “Guidelines on the best practices on law applicable to 

 
33

 “Article 89. Unequal or adhesion contracts are understood as contracts in which the weaker party does not have the 

power to negotiate the essential clauses of said contracts. The clauses that fix the price, the conditions of execution of the 

contract and the clauses of conflict resolution will be understood as essential or adhesion clauses. The imposition of one 

of these clauses will be understood as the means of verifying an unequal contract.” (Original: “Artículo 89. Se entiende 

por contratos desiguales o de adhesión los contratos en los que la parte más débil no tiene facultad para negociar las 

cláusulas esenciales de dichos contratos. Se entenderá como cláusulas esenciales o de adhesión las cláusulas que fijan el 

precio, las condiciones de ejecución del contrato y las cláusulas de solución de conflictos. La imposición de una de esas 

cláusulas se entenderá como el medio de comprobación de un contrato desigual.” Free translation of the author.) 

(REPÚBLICA DE PANAMÁ, 2014.) 
34

 “Article 8. The fundamental principles of the international community are part of the rules of application of the judge, 

such as the best interests of the child and the interest of the consumer, which they deprive on any other aspect; equality, 

fairness, good faith and bargaining loyalty, legal security over acts, the basic territoriality of the law, the personality of 

the rules on the State, capacity and family law, proportionality, rights acquired without fraud Naturally competent right, 

protection of the weakest party, international obligations erga omnes and rights derived from ius cogens and 

environmental responsibility and those universal principles of justice applicable.” (Original: “Artículo 8. Los principios 

fundamentales de la comunidad internacional son parte de las reglas de aplicación del juez, como el interés superior del 

niño y el interés del consumidor, que privan sobre cualquier otro aspecto; la igualdad, equidad, buena fe y lealtad negocial, 

la seguridad jurídica sobre los actos, la básica territorialidad de la ley, la personalidad de las normas sobre el Estado, la 

capacidad y derecho de familia, la proporcionalidad, los derechos adquiridos sin fraude al derecho naturalmente 

competente, la protección a la parte más débil, las obligaciones internacionales erga omnes y los derechos derivados del 

ius cogens y la responsabilidad ambiental y aquellos principios universales de justicia aplicables.” Free translation of the 

author.) (REPÚBLICA DE PANAMÁ, 2014.) 
35

 “Article 95. Consumer contracts are governed by the law of the place where the transaction concluded. 

At the consumer's choice, he may resort to the jurisdiction of his domicile, to the place of conclusion of the contract or to 

which he is most favorable, depending on the principle of the best interest of the consumer. 

The most favorable law is the law of repair and protection most appropriate to the interest of the consumer.” (Original: 

“Artículo 95. Los contratos del consumidor se rigen por la ley del lugar donde concluyó la transacción.  

A elección del consumidor, este podrá recurrir a la jurisdicción de su domicilio, a la del lugar de conclusión del contrato 

o a la que le sea más favorable, en función del principio del interés superior del consumidor.  

Se entiende por la ley más favorable la ley de la reparación y protección más apropiada al interés del consumidor.” Free 

translation of the author.) (REPÚBLICA DE PANAMÁ, 2014.) 
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international protection of consumers”, with suggestion for the adoption of standards with the best 
practices on especial rules on applicable law to international consumer contracts. 

The committee's final suggestion was as follows: 
Final Suggestion of the Committee of a mixed Model Rule:  

Article 1. Consumer Contracts  

1. An international consumer contract shall be governed by the law of the country where the consumer has his 

habitual residence, provided that the professional:  

a. pursues his commercial or professional activities in the country where the consumer has his habitual 

residence, or  

b. by any means, directs such activities to that country or to several countries including that country, and in 

both cases, the contract falls within the scope of such activities.  

2. If the requirements in points (a) or (b) of paragraph 1 are not fulfilled, the law applicable to a contract 

between a consumer and a professional shall be governed by the law choose by the parties and in absence of 

choice, by the law of the country where the goods or services were supplied.  

3.The parties may choose the law applicable, provide that this law is more favorable to the consumer. 

4.The parties may choose between the law of the habitual residence of the consumer, the place of conclusion 

or the place of performance of the contract, and in this case, the more favorable to the consumer is the law that 

assures the protective remedies or redress more adequate to the interest of the consumer in the dispute.
36

 

It is understood that the model presented is an adequate suggestion for consumer protection in 
international consumer contracts. As it is seen, Brazilian Bill no. 3,514/2015 is in the same way that 
the International Law Association, showing the need to approve the Bill in order to protect consumers. 
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